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Abstract. In this paper, we propose a semantic framework for narrative-
based access to digital media repositories in the field of cultural heritage.
Narrative relations are employed as paths the user can follow to explore
a media repository, thus providing a powerful conceptual tool for the
description and navigation of resources.
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1 Background and Motivations
When dealing with large and diverse online collections, users need more effective
conceptual frameworks to abstract from the complexity of cultural resources. For
example, concerning digital imagery, [1] claim that an abstraction layer is needed
in the presentation of online archives, since a single investigation may involve
different types of artefacts and different realms, such as history, art, archeology,
etc. Narrative, in particular, is a powerful metaphor for the exploration of cul-
tural heritage [6], exploited by different projects which range from online access
to digital collections [2, 4] to situated storytelling on mobile devices [5].
In the last decade, the use of ontologies (and narrative ontologies in par-
ticular) in online access to cultural heritage has been investigated by several
projects, starting from the pioneering contribution given by the Culture Sampo
project [4]. The Agora system [8] provides an event based navigation of cultural
objects framing the narrative exploration into historically relevant episodes. In
Europeana, it is possible, for example, to navigate among the artifacts repre-
senting a given action or displaying a certain character, across a large number
or indexed objects; the system does not provide, however, a navigation within
or among stories.
In this paper, we describe an application for exploring digital media reposi-
tories with the guidance of a set of “cultural archetypes”, the Labyrinth system.
Inspired by the research in iconology and narratology represented, respectively,
by the work of Warburg [9] and Thompson [7], we use the term ‘archetype’ to
refer to a conceptual core, set at the intersection of narrative motifs, iconological
themes and classical mythology. For example, the archetype of the “labyrinth”
can be employed to track the connection between a Greek vase representing
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Fig. 1. The architecture of the system
Theseus and the playbill of a theatrical play inspired by the story of Ariadne,
since both involve a character who plays some part in the classical myth. The
system relies an OWL ontology, the Archtype Ontology, where each archetype
is described by the set of its related stories, characters, locations and objects (a
description can be found in [3]).
2 System Architecture
The Labyrinth system allows the user to explore a repository of media resources
through the conceptual mediation of an “archetype” of narrative nature. The
system encompasses four main modules (see Fig. 1):
– The Ontology Server maintains Archetype Ontology, maps the media re-
sources onto the ontology (through a SWRL rule base), and provides the
reasoning services to the web application.1
– The Media Repository is indexed by a relational database (a mySql DB).
– The Web application, written in Java, provides search and navigation by
querying the Ontology Server through SPARQL language.
– The web site supports the interaction with the user through maps, timelines
and 3D navigation.
When a new resource is added to the database, the information about it (i.e.,
its metadata) is integrated into the ontology as well. First, the internalization
phase imports the metadata of the resource (creator, date, etc) into the ontology.
Then, the mapping of the imported resource with the archetypes (and narrative
features in particular) is performed on the internalized metadata. Both steps are
achieved via rules encoded in SWRL format, in order to guarantee the portability
of the system.
1 Currently, the ontology server is provided by the Owlim RDF database management
systems (www.ontotext.com/owlim), Standard Edition.
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Fig. 2. A navigation path in the Labyrinth system (in Italian). The first step, “action”
(top left) shows information about the “killing” action (“Uccisione”), the stories it
belongs to, the characters who take part in it, the artworks depicting it; the second
step, “artifact” (bottom), shows the information about an artwork, its creator, the
characters it displays, the stories it refers to, etc.; the third step, “story” (top right),
shows the information about a story (“Theseus kills the Minotaur”, “Teseo uccide il
Minotauro”).
3 Narrative navigation
After selecting an archetype, the system allows the user to choose one of its
defining element (i.e., the stories, characters, events, locations, etc. related with
the selected archetype) and filters the media resources in the repository according
to their relation with chosen element. When the user selects one of the proposed
resources, she/he starts navigating the repository resource by resource, following
the relations between them.
As an example of the user-system interaction, let us assume that the user se-
lects the “Labyrinth” archetype, and then chooses to explore the actions related
with it. The system shows a set of action types, displaying, for each of them,
the number of related artifacts. If the user chooses the “killing” action, the sys-
tem will display the screenshot in Fig. 2 (top left, “action”), which includes the
following information:
– the action categories it belongs to in the ontology: here, the “Hero action”
and the “Killing action”.
– the stories to which the action belongs, which include both single episodes
(“Theseus kills the Minotaur”) and larger stories (“Theseus and the Mino-
taur”). Notice that the latter information is not explicitly stated in the ontol-
ogy, but has been added by reasoner as an effect of the inferences conducted
on the partOf relations among stories.
– the characters and objects that play some role in the different occurrences
of the action : “Theseus”, “Minotaur”, “Heracles” for the characters, and
“dagger” for the objects.
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In the bottom part of the page, the user can browse the artworks related with
the “killing” action. If the user clicks on the first artwork (Picasso’s painting
“Minotauromachia”, Fig. 2, bottom), the system displays the information about
the artwork, including the characters it involves (“Theseus” and the “Minotaur”)
and the story it refers to (again, ‘Theseus and the Minotaur” and the episode
“Theseus kills the Minotaur” in particular). If user decides to continue the navi-
gation from this artifact to one of its related stories (let assume the user chooses
the episode “Theseus kills the Minotaur”) the system displays (see Fig. 2, top
right, “story”) the information about the selected story.
4 Conclusions and Future Work
The system described in this paper relies on an ontology to let the user explore
the relations among a set of media resources which share common narrative
features, such as characters, actions, objects, locations.
A prototype of the systems was developed and tested on a pilot corpus of
24 resources of different type and format. The corpus was issued from a bib-
liographical search conducted by editorial professionals and included 8 visual
artworks, 6 literary works, 2 movies and 2 musical works. A test on a larger
corpus is planned as future work.
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